
Project Homework 

The Olympics - Who’s the Greatest? Choice Grid (Summer 6) 
 

Choose 6 of the 9 choices on the grid to add to your theme homework project. Once you 

have completed a task, neatly colour in the relevant box on the grid. 
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Produce a portrait of an Olympic 

athlete, using artistic materials of 

your choice. DARE TO BE 

DIFFERENT! 

Many tourists will come to 

London for the Olympics. 

Produce a leaflet detailing the 

other tourist attractions that they 

could visit in London during their 

stay. 

Design a menu for an Olympic 

athlete. 

This link below to the diet of an 

Olympic rower may help: 

http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/olympics

/Pages/Athletediet.aspx 

Choose 5 Olympic events and 

detail the venue where they will 

be held, the date(s) when they 

will be held, number of medal 

events and number of athletes. 

Design a new Olympic logo for 

the Olympic Games when it 

returns to London in the future. 

The next time could be the year 

2072 – who knows?  

Design and label an Olympic stadium 

for the future host countries of the 

Olympics. 

Imagine you are an athlete. 

Write a diary entry for the day 

you took part in your sport at the 

Olympics. Win or lose how did it 

feel? 

Invent a new Olympic sport. It 

can be a mixture of others or 

completely new. Write some 

instructions for how to play it. 

Olympic athletes may eat 7000 

calories per day. What foods could 

they eat to get this many calories in 

to them in a healthy diet? Make a list 

showing the food and its calorie value 
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